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About This Content

This DLC will add 'Sin Kiske' as a playable character in the game.
He can also be unlocked by progressing through the game.
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I have no clue what the ♥♥♥♥ is going on in this game... but suddenly I feel calmer.. GOOD MATH FRIEND
. Love the awesome graphics of your base in the clouds. Cool sci-fi story. The tech tree is a bit like XCom but the RTS battles
go mainly automatically. I like that you can turn your crew into cyborgs.. Uggghh, it's hard to know what to say about Space
Codex. Long story short; every review has to answer the question as to whether you would recommend the game or not. I
wouldn't recommend this. I'd say go off and play something like Geometry Wars instead.

HOWEVER, it's not like the game is bad. It's just completely inoffensive, There's a few bugs but nothing majorly broken, the
gameplay is fine but nothing to write home about by a long shot, and so on. I played it for 45 minutes (And left it running to get
the trading cards DON'T JUDGE ME) and will never touch it again, but for the price I paid I can't complain; You can easily
spend three times as much on a cup of coffee, for goodness sake. There's better out there, yeah, but you won't hate yourself if
you end up buying this.. You should not advertise yourself as an stradegy game when all of the attacks and targeting are random.
This simple but fun game seems barebones at first, but gets tricky quick. Choosing whether to evade, attack, scout, or collect
powerups is essential, and goes wrong fast. Getting past the first boss is tough, getting past the 2nd is tougher. Addicting in the
same way as flappybird, but with more Michael Bay feel.. It is what it is, buggy, shooter with over the top physics and
dimensions all up the\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 Buy for under a dollar and let that one friend whose entertained
by Michael Bay movies loose on it.
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I always loved this game, got it for PS1 from The All Camerican Antichrist Svperstore way back whenever for like $7 bucks or
something. I searched a while ago for it on steam with no luck, then noticed it pop up, and had to grab it for $4. E-pills,
mushrooms, giant bugs, speed & crazy tunnels. I never did get to the end of the game; if there is one. Oh yeah, and i can't go
without mentioning the wicked soundtrack by The Crystal Method which included remixes I had never heard before. 10\/10.
Overall Score: 4.5\/5

---{Gameplay}---
\u2611 Try not to get addicted
\u2610 Very good
\u2610 Good
\u2610 Ehh
\u2610 Bad

---{Graphics}---
\u2610 Masterpiece
\u2610 Beautiful
\u2611 Good
\u2610 Bad
\u2610 Awful

---{Audio}---
\u2611 mythical
\u2610Very good
\u2610 Good
\u2610 Not too bad
\u2610 Bad

---{Story}---
\u2610 Will make you cry or smile alot
\u2610 Average
\u2610 Good
\u2611 Lovely
\u2610 Something isnt nothing I guess

---{Difficulity}---
\u2610 Just press a bunch of buttons
\u2610 Easy
\u2610 Significant brain usage
\u2611 Easy to learn \/ Hard to master
\u2610 Not so easy
\u2610 Difficult. A pretty game, but kinda boring, and a little motion sickness inducing.
The pretty graphics do not make up for gameplay. :(

Purchase at $2 or under.. This was a decent game somewhat hobbled by an interesting concept (to try and allow for multiplayer
play). It used dedicated servers, so playing off-line was... not possible. However, due to low sales and some of the pitfalls of
needing online access (and servers)... the license recently ran out.

Fun while it lasted.. who can complain about free stuff?. Graphics are not wuite what they are in the pictures
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